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2018 Toyota Corolla Safety Sense 
Why Pay More for the Same Safety Features on a Competitive
Model When They Come STANDARD on a New Corolla?!?!

Corolla Highlights:

- Standard Toyota Safety Sense™ P (TSS-P)

Standard Toyota Safety Sense™ P (TSS-P)  features a Pre-Collision System with Pedestrian
Detection,  Lane Departure Alert with Steering Assist, Automatic High-Beam Headlights and more to
assist you.

- Advanced Technology

Corolla is down for fun with its available 7-in. touch-screen display featuring an available Entune™  
Audio Plus.  

- Exterior

 

Corolla attracts all the right attention with features like standard Bi-LED headlights and available 17-in.
alloy wheels



 

AND....2018 Corolla is a 2018 IIHS Top Safety Pick and it Received the NHTSA 5-Star Overall Safety
Rating! 

 

2018 Toyota Corolla Safety Sense 

  





 

Below are the standard features with Toyota Safety Sense.

 

Pre-Collision System with Pedestrian Detection (TSS-P 25)
Using an in-vehicle camera and radar to help detect a vehicle or a pedestrian in front of you, the
Pre-Collision System 26 with Pedestrian Detection 36 (PCS w/PD) can help you mitigate or avoid a
potential collision. If the system determines that a frontal collision is likely, it prompts you to take
action using audio and visual alerts. If you notice the potential collision and apply the brakes, PCS
w/PD may apply additional force using Brake Assist (BA). 27 If you don’t brake in time, it may
automatically apply the brakes to reduce your speed, helping to minimize the likelihood of a frontal
collision or reduce its severity.
 

 Lane Departure Alert With Steering Assist
Under certain circumstances, Lane Departure Alert (LDA) 31 is designed to detect lane departure on
roads with clear markings. LDA only activates when you’re traveling at a speed of 32 mph or faster.
When you hear and see the alert, after carefully checking the road around you, you should safely
direct your vehicle back to the center of your lane. In addition, Toyota vehicles equipped with Toyota
Safety Sense™ P (TSS-P) 25 and Electronic Power Steering (EPS) include Steering Assist 28
functionality. When it’s activated and senses that you’re unintentionally drifting, the system may
automatically make small corrective steering inputs to help keep your vehicle in its lane.
 

Automatic High Beams
Automatic High Beams (AHB) 39 are a safety system designed to help you see more clearly at
night—without distracting other drivers. Designed to activate at speeds above 25 mph, AHB rely on an
in-vehicle camera to help detect the headlights of oncoming vehicles and taillights of preceding
vehicles, then automatically toggle between high and low beams accordingly to provide the
appropriate amount of light. By using high beams more frequently, the system may allow earlier
detection of pedestrians and obstacles.
 

Dynamic Radar Cruise Control
Intended for highways and similar to “constant speed” cruise control, Dynamic Radar Cruise Control
(DRCC) 29 lets you drive at a preset speed. DRCC uses vehicle-to-vehicle distance control, which
adjusts your speed, to help you maintain a preset distance from vehicles ahead of you that are driving
at a slower speed. DRCC uses a front-grille-mounted radar and an in-vehicle camera to detect
vehicles and their distance. If a driver is traveling slower than you, or within your preset range, DRCC
will automatically slow your vehicle down without deactivating cruise control. If DRCC determines you
need to slow down more, an audio and visual alert notifies you and brakes are applied. When there’s
no longer a vehicle driving slower than your set speed in front of you, DRCC will then accelerate and
regular cruise control will resume.

 

To read more about Toyota Safety Sense Click Here!
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Upcoming Chicago Festivals

July 25-29: DuPage County Fair (Wheaton) | Map

July 25-29: Lake County Fair (Grayslake) | Map

July 26-29: Proud American Days (New Lenox) | Map

July 27-29: Wicker Park Fest | Map

July 28-29: Chicago Margarita Festival (Near North Side) | Map

July 28-29: Taste of Lincoln Avenue (Lincoln Park) | Map

July 28-29: Glencoe Festival of Art | Map

July 28: South Loop Beer & Cider Fest | Map

July 29: Bloody Mary Fest (Highwood) | Map

 

 

AUGUST

Aug. 2-5: Lollapalooza (Loop) | Map

Aug. 2-5: Little Italy Fest-West (Addison) | Map

Aug. 3-5: Jeff Fest (Jefferson Park) | Map

Aug. 3-5: Destination Asia Festival (Lisle) | Map

Aug. 4: Rogers Pork Barbecue, Arts & Music Festival | Map

Aug. 4-5: Edge Fest (Edgewater) | Map

Aug. 4-5: Art at the Glen (Glenview) | Map

Aug. 4-5: Chicago Brewing District's Dancing in the Streets (West Town) | Map

Aug. 10-12: Chicago Hot Dog Fest (Lincoln Park) | Map

Aug. 10-12: Ginza Holiday Festival (Lincoln Park) | Map

Aug. 10-12: Retro on Roscoe (Roscoe Village) | Map

Aug. 10-12: Festival Cubano (Belmont Cragin) | Map

Aug. 11: Bud Billiken Parade (Bronzeville) | Map

Aug. 11-12: Northalsted Market Days (Lakeview) | Map

Aug. 11-12: Lincolnshire Art Festival | Map

Aug. 11-12: Near North Food Truck Social | Map

Aug. 12: Slow & Low Chicago Lowrider Festival (Pilsen) | Map



Aug. 16: Clark After Dark (Near North Side) | Map

Aug. 17-19: Edison Park Fest | Map

Aug. 17-19: Glenwood Avenue Arts Fest (Rogers Park) | Map

Aug. 17-19: Evanston Art & Big Fork Festival | Map

Aug. 18-19: Chicago Air and Water Show (Near North Side) | Map

Aug. 18-19: Ukranian Days Festival (West Town) | Map

Aug. 18: Windy City West Indian Carnival (Hyde Park) | Map

Aug. 18: Oak Park Micro Brew Review | Map

Aug. 18-19: Sangria Festival (West Town) | Map

Aug. 18-19: Pilsen Fest | Map

Aug. 18-19: Vintage Days (Long Grove) | Map

Aug. 19: South Shore Summer Fest | Map

Aug. 22-26: Will County Fair  (Peotone) | Map

Aug. 24-26: Taste of Greektown | Map

Aug. 24-26: Logan Square Food Truck Social | Map

Aug. 25-26: Port Clinton Art Festival (Highland Park) | Map

Aug. 25-26: Bucktown Art Fest | Map

Aug. 30-Sept. 2: Chicago Jazz Festival (Loop) | Map

Aug. 31-Sept. 2: NorthCoast Music Festival (West Town) | Map

Aug. 31-Sept. 2: Great American Lobster Fest (Near North Side) | Map

Aug. 31-Sept. 3: African Festival of the Arts (Washington Park) | Map

Aug. 31-Sept. 3: Taste of Polonia (Jefferson Park) | Map
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The 2018 Toyota Highlander
We have over 30 Highlander models to choose from and more on
the way!

The 2018 Toyota Highlander
The 2018 Toyota Highlander ranked #1 in Midsize SUVs. Currently the Toyota Highlander has a score
of 8.7 out of 10 which is based on our evaluation of 45 pieces of research and data elements using
various sources.

The 2018 Toyota Highlander ranks near the top of its class. It has an upscale interior, a powerful
available V6 engine, and a comfortable ride.

Is the Toyota Highlander a Good SUV?

The Toyota Highlander is a great midsize SUV. The Highlander provides a comfortable and quiet ride.
It sports a handsome interior and a long list of standard safety features. Its available V6 engine scoots
the eight-seat SUV around confidently. For its mixture of quality and value, we named the Highlander
a finalist for our 2018 Best 3-Row SUV for the Money Award. 

Should I Buy the Toyota Highlander?

At a hair over $31,000, the Highlander's base price is slightly above average for the class, but this
SUV is worth it. As with most Toyota vehicles, the Highlander sets itself apart by offering standard
safety features like forward collision warning, automatic emergency braking, lane departure warning,
and adaptive cruise control. You could easily spend thousands of dollars extra to get those features in
rival SUVs.

Should I Buy a New or Used Toyota Highlander?

The current Highlander generation has been on sale since 2014. You can save money by shopping
for a used model, but if you’re interested in the Highlander’s advanced safety features, the
2017-and-newer models are your best bet. A 2017 refresh added the Toyota Safety Sense package to
the Highlander’s standard features. These features (previously optional) include adaptive cruise
control, lane departure warning, lane keep assist, and forward collision warning with brake assist. The
2017 refresh also added new interior and exterior styling, additional horsepower for the optional V6
engine, and a new eight-speed automatic transmission. The Highlander saw no major changes for
2018.

Which Is Better: Toyota Highlander or Honda Pilot?

The Honda Pilot ranks right near the Highlander among our best midsize SUVs. These SUVs have
similar starting prices (around $31,000), but they each offer different strengths. Although the Pilot
boasts a powerful standard V6 engine and poised handling, you'll have to spend more money to get
features like a touch-screen system or advanced safety features. On the other hand, the Highlander
comes standard with those amenities.

 

source: US News and World Report  
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6 Unique Roadside Attractions in Illinois and Indiana
Explore the unique sites throughout these states

The road trip has long been a staple of American life and travel. Families often plan road trips with a
singular destination in mind, but just as often some of the best memories involve seeing attractions
which weren’t on the original itinerary. Indiana and Illinois are home to a wealth of these unique
roadside attractions that are worth
a detour. 

The Rotary Jail Museum (Indiana)

Most of the jails in the country
operate on a fairly straightforward
system: There are straight rows of
rooms, all with their own doors and
locks. However, the Rotary Jail of
Crawfordsville operated on a
unique design: 16 cells were
spaced around a two-tiered round
turntable, which could be turned
using a hand crank to bring one cell
to the door, allowing only one
prisoner in or out at a time. The jail
has been closed since the 1970s,
but today it is home to an operating
museum.  

Henry’s Rabbit Ranch (Illinois)

Located in Staunton, Illinois, Henry’s Rabbit Ranch is part of the Illinois Route 66 Hall of Fame as a
visitor center, featuring historic vehicles, road memorabilia, and of course, lots of rabbits — both the
furry kind and the compact Volkswagen kind.

The Lady of Jeffersonville (Indiana)

In Jeffersonville, an enigmatic metal statue called “The Lady” stands outside the former site of Montel
Metals, holding a metallic rose next to a sign inscribed with a short poem. Altogether, its creator called
the piece of work “Winds of Change.” Recently rising attention has sparked the possibility of the
statue moving into a more prominent area.

The Super Museum and Superman Statue (Illinois)

It seems fitting that the city of Metropolis, Illinois would have a deep love for Superman. Calling itself
the “Home of Superman,” the village features a 15-foot bronze statue of the superhero and the
extensive collections of The Super Museum , featuring over 20,000 items of memorabilia, promotional
materials and movie props.

RV/MH Hall of Fame (Indiana)

With its stated mission of “preserving the history and honoring the pioneers” who built the “RV and
Manufactured Housing industries,” the RV/MH Hall of Fame currently includes a 400-person Hall of
Fame and an extensive museum of mobile homes and RVs. The collection stretches back to vehicles
from before World War I, including a travel trailer from 1913 pulled by a Model T Ford.

Boo Rochman Memorial Park (Illinois)



Locals know Boo Rochman Memorial Park as Carbondale’s best-kept secret, located at the edge of
the city. The park is a privately owned site operated in memory of Jeremy “Boo” Rochman, who died
at a young age in a traffic accident. Apparently Rochman was a big fan of the game Dungeons &
Dragons, and so the park features a castle as well as sculptures of warriors, mythical creatures and
one life-size dragon.

Odd and unique attractions abound in Illinois and Indiana, from a park filled with knights and unicorns
to a museum to motor homes to a spinning jail. Pay a visit to these sites on your next road trip.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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Car Care: Buffing and Waxing Your Car
Buffing, waxing help keep your car looking shiny and new

To keep your car’s paint job looking shiny and new, it’s a good idea to buff and wax it regularly. Doing
this will also preserve the value of your car and save you money by reducing the need for more
serious maintenance later on.

What’s the difference between
buffing and waxing?

Buffing and waxing are often
discussed together, but they
accomplish different things for a
car. Buffing generally comes first
and only needs to be done once a
year or so, while waxing should be
done more often — about every
three months, according to Ben
Murphy of Popular Mechanics.
Murphy also writes that buffing
helps restore lightly scratched or
weathered surfaces by removing a
thin layer of damaged paint.
Meanwhile, waxing protects a car’s
paint job and helps restore the
initial clear coat, resulting in a
smooth, gleaming look.

Buffing your car

Before you buff your car, The News Wheel suggests washing, rinsing and drying it thoroughly with a
chamois cloth. Cover lights, moldings, badges and other elements with masking tape so they don’t get
scuffed in the process. Now you’re ready to buff your car.

Murphy recommends using an electric orbital buffer. You’ll also need buffing pads and buffing
compound. Working one small area at a time, evenly apply compound with a pad. Then, apply the
electric buffer in steady circles to the area until it turns gleaming and smooth. Be careful to hold the
buffer flat so it doesn’t hurt the paint surface. Continue this process until the entire car has been
buffed. If this is your first time buffing a car, try practicing on a small, less noticeable spot until you get
the hang of it.

If your paint coat is in decent shape, you can use the same process to polish it instead — just use car
polish in place of buffing compound.

Waxing your car

To wax your car, you’ll need car wax, an applicator pad and some microfiber cloths. With the pad, use
circular motions to evenly apply the wax to the car’s surface. Work in small areas like you did while
buffing. Once you’ve applied the wax to an area, wait for it to dry — the recommended time is often
printed on the wax container. Then, remove the wax with a microfiber cloth, again using circular
motions.

Once you’ve finished waxing your car, remove the masking tape from non-painted surfaces. Then,
The News Wheel recommends cleaning the windows and any other areas that may have buffing
compound or car wax splattered on them.



compound or car wax splattered on them.

If you don’t feel comfortable buffing or waxing your car yourself, you can have these tasks done by a
professional. Learning how to do it yourself will save you money in the long run, and you’ll come away
with a greater sense of accomplishment. Either way, incorporating buffing and waxing into your normal
car maintenance routine is a great way to preserve your car’s looks and improve its lifespan.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.  
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Service and Parts Specials

 

Click HERE to View Bredemann Toyota's Service and Parts Specials page!
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Sweet Smoothie Bowls
A splendid dish to brighten your morning

An energizing and nourishing way to start your morning is with a smoothie for breakfast. Full of
healthy ingredients that leave you full without feeling bloated, smoothies are an excellent jump start for
your body in the mornings. 

If you don’t like the idea of drinking
your breakfast through a straw,
there is an alternate way to eat
your morning smoothies: in a bowl.
A smoothie bowl allows you to add
toppings and whole ingredients to
make the dish’s consistency more
interesting. Here are some
examples.

Sweet greens smoothie bowl

This smoothie bowl recipe by Jorge
Cruise of Clean Eating Magazine
delivers generous amounts of
green food nutrients. Blend 1 cup
unsweetened almond milk, half an
avocado, 1 cup spinach, 1 cup
kale, one-half cup frozen mango, 1
scoop pea protein powder, 2 ice cubes and one-fourth cup cold water in a blender until smooth and
green. Make the consistency thinner by adding more cold water if you want. Then, pour the mixture
into a bowl and lay one-fourth cup sliced banana, a sliced kiwi and 2 tablespoons unsweetened
coconut flakes on top. Your smoothie bowl is ready to eat!

Blueberry muffin smoothie bowl

If you want something similar to the previous recipe in preparation, but that offers a different variety of
ingredients, try this berry smoothie bowl suggested by Cheryl of 40 Aprons.

Start by obtaining 1 cup frozen blueberries, one banana, one-half teaspoon vanilla extract, 2
tablespoons almond milk and lemon zest. Blend these simple items in a high-speed blender until
smooth. Then move the mixture to a serving bowl and cover it with any or all of the following
ingredients: sliced almonds, honey, peanut butter, almond butter, unsweetened coconut flakes, fresh
blueberries, lemon slices, hemp seeds or chia seeds.

Mango smoothie bowl

If you want a smoothie bowl with a tropical flavor, try the mango smoothie bowl offered by Lisa Bryan
of Downshiftology. Its ingredients deliver plenty of vitamins and antioxidants. Bryan recommends
using frozen fruit as the basis of the smoothie and layering the ingredients so the liquid is on the
bottom of the blender.

The smoothie consists of 1 1/2 cup mango chunks, one-half cup pineapple chunks, half of a banana
and 1 cup coconut water. After you’ve pureed these ingredients into a thick yellow nectar, add some
color to the smoothie bowl by topping it with fresh blueberries, unsweetened coconut flakes, chai
spiced granola and fresh slices of mango and pineapple.

Avocado smoothie bowl with cashew cream



Taylor Kiser of Food Faith Fitness® conceived of a smoothie bowl very different from the common
fruit-centric formulas, but it’s just as tasty.

The basis of the smoothie bowl is a combination of one-fourth cup avocado, one-fourth cup low-fat
vanilla Greek yogurt, three-fourth cup unsweetened almond milk, 2 tablespoons vanilla protein
powder, half a frozen banana and one-fourth cup kale.

Before blending these ingredients, though, you have to make the signature cashew cream, which is
done by baking cashews at 400° until golden, soaking them in water overnight in the refrigerator and
blending the softened cashews with coconut milk in a food processor. You can use this cream sauce
as a garnish on the smoothie bowl along with coconut flakes and pomegranate seeds.

Eating a smoothie bowl is almost like having ice cream for breakfast, but without all the guilt and
unhealthy aspects. Give one of these a try and see how it’s possible to eat healthily and deliciously.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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How to Start Planning for Christmas in July
Avoid stress and debt by planning ahead for the holidays

July is the half-way mark through the year, which indicates Christmas is just six months away. While it
might be tempting to save the preparations and shopping till closer to December, you can minimize
potential stress and save money
with a little bit of early planning —
beginning in July. 

Start a Christmas spending fund

Julie Jaggernath, contributor with
myMoneyCoach, advises
establishing a savings goal in July.
Look at your total expenses from
last year’s holiday to set an
estimated amount you’ll need to
save this year. Divide that sum by
six and you’ll get the monthly
amount you should set aside for
the next six months. By proactively
saving money gradually from now
until Christmas, you can simply tap
into this fund when the holidays
arrive instead of maxing out your
credit card.

Save money by cutting down on expenses

TheIntentionalMom.com founder Jennifer Roskamp recommends curbing your monthly expenses.
One way you can do this is to downgrade a monthly subscription. For example, if you can spend less
on your monthly internet bill or cell phone plan by opting for a different plan or going with a different
carrier, then do so. Another way to cut back is to cancel subscriptions and memberships that aren’t
crucial or that you seldom use. For example, maybe you can cancel a few magazine subscriptions or
a gym membership you never use.

Make homemade gifts in advance

The Simple Dollar contributor Trent Hamm explains that he and his family start making homemade
gifts for friends and family in July. Stationery, soap, bath products, meals in a jar, hand-knitted clothing
accessories and photo calendars are just some of the potential presents you can construct at home at
low costs.

Homemade gifts are more personal than store-bought ones. Plus, having these gifts made before
December will significantly reduce the time you spend waiting in retail store lines during the holiday
season.

Begin cleaning your house

July is also a great time to start tidying up your place of residence. Whether you live in an apartment,
condo or house, chances are you usually find yourself spending way too much time cleaning around
the holidays in preparation for parties and overnight guests. By beginning the process in summer and
chipping away at the messiest zones of your abode, you’ll spend less time cleaning once December
comes, as Retro Housewife Goes Green founder Lisa Sharp suggests.



Book holiday flights early 

While traveling during the Christmas season is common, so is spending a fortune on last-minute flight
tickets. Mid-summer is often the best time to purchase tickets for many destinations, as CNBC News
contributor Abigail Summerville notes. For instance, airfare tends to be low during July for the
following popular destinations: Houston, Seattle, Denver, Atlanta, Mexico City and Washington, D.C.
To further maximize your savings, sign up for fare alerts, which automatically alert you when the ticket
price drops.

By implementing these practical strategies, you and your family can minimize expenditures while
avoiding stress and the headache of waiting in long lines this holiday.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Tips for Buying the Best Grill
Once you determine your needs, finding the perfect grill is easy

Few activities embody the spirit of the summer better than grilling on a warm day. It’s difficult to match
the taste of steak, ribs or other barbecue staples when they’ve been prepared by a master griller. Of
course, an expert chef is nothing without their weapon (or rather, grill) of choice. If you’re in the
market for a new grill, here are
some useful tips that will help you
find the best one for your needs. 

Determine the type of grill you
want

One of the most important things to
consider when searching for your
ideal grill is the type you would like
to use. There are several different
was to grill and the flavor of the
food you prepare can be drastically
altered by the kind of grill you use.
One of the most common types of
grills is a gas option, which often
utilizes propane for fuel. For a
smokier flavor, opt for a charcoal
grill. Even more traditional than
charcoal is a pellet grill, which
derives its fuel from burning wood
pellets. On the other hand, many apartment-dwellers choose the convenience of an electric grill.

Sort through grill sizes

Size is another factor to consider when selecting a grill. A small grill is inexpensive and will suit your
needs if you don’t grill very often. If you’re planning on grilling regularly and in bigger quantities, you’ll
likely need a larger, high-end grill. Many of these larger grills have plenty of space where you can store
your supplies like trays, brushes, skewers and various spices. Do be prepared for a bigger financial
investment, though, as many of these more upscale grills can cost thousands of dollars.

Look for universal grilling features

Despite the many sizes of grills available, there are a set of universal features than any good grill
should come with. If a grill you are considering lacks any of these features, it might be time to consider
a newer model. Charcoal grills should all have a sturdy bottom grate for holding charcoal as well as a
tight-fitting lid. Gas grills should provide a safe and roomy space where fuel can be stored along with
an intuitive system of knobs and buttons to activate the grilling process. All grills, no matter which type
you buy, should provide you with a way to quickly and efficiently clean them. After all, nobody wants
old food residue sticking to their grill.

Find a grill that complements your reason for grilling

One final factor that will help determine what grill is best for you is understanding your reason for
grilling. Depending on what motivates you, the type of grill you choose can certainly change. If you are
planning to prepare food for just your family, a small, stationary grill will likely do. If multiple summer
parties are in your future, it may be best to go with an aesthetically pleasing, larger grill. Some grills
come with brushed aluminum, stainless steel or cast iron exteriors, so you can choose what works



best with your outdoor look. If you have any road trips planned, it might be best to choose a portable
grill. These can come in various sizes and varieties similar to larger grills, so you’ll simply have to find
the one that matches your taste and needs.

Once you purchase the perfect grill, you can embark on your journey to become a grilling master.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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How to Get Your Kids Involved in Cleaning the
House
Make cleaning the house a family affair

Cleaning the house is a necessary endeavor that’s not without its rewards. A clean home means less
germs and clutter, which means less time spent under the weather and fewer occurrences of stepping
on your children’s toys. Unless you have a particular affinity for tidying up, cleaning the household
isn’t the most fun activity — but it
can be if you know how to
approach it.   

Many hands make light work, which
means you can spend less time
cleaning by dividing and
conquering tasks as a family.
Having your kids help with the
chores teaches them discipline and
teaches them the importance of
maintaining an organized
household. By using these tips and
tricks, you can get your kids on
board with the idea of pitching in
when it comes time to tidying up.

Set the mood

Nothing gets toes tapping and
muscles moving like music. Create
a soundtrack specifically for housecleaning that will encourage your kids to get involved. Fatherly’s
Patrick A. Coleman recommends trying different kinds of music to see what works. Some kids might
respond better to contemporary pop hits than they would children’s music, and you can always pop on
the music from the movie, television show or video game that they are currently interested in.

Temper your expectations

You hold yourself and your spouse to a certain standard of cleanliness, but if you want to get your
children in on the task at hand you will need to learn to expect from them only what they are able to
do. Patiently teach them how to perform given chores that most closely match their abilities and skill
levels. Younger children shouldn’t be handling cleaning products or sharp objects, but they’re
perfectly capable of putting away toys and folding cloths.

You will also want to be very clear in your instructions to avoid having to explain yourself multiple
times, which can feel to a child like micromanaging and can discourage them from completing their
task. To pull this off, Parents magazine recommends that you specify exactly what you want done.
Rather than tell your child to clean their room, tell them what tasks need to be done to get their room
sufficiently clean. If necessary, providing a simple checklist can help ensure that your expectations are
met.

Practice a tidy philosophy

A great way to get your kids involved in the process of keeping the house clean is by teaching them
the importance of cleaning as they go. While this can include learning where to put their dishes after
dinner or their trash after an afternoon snack, your best bet is to instill in them the importance of
putting away toys before getting out new ones. This enforces the idea of keeping a play area clean



putting away toys before getting out new ones. This enforces the idea of keeping a play area clean
even as it’s being used, which prevents the area surrounding a toy chest from resembling a disaster
area.

Incentivize 

A great way to get your kids involved with cleaning is to provide encouragement for a job well-done.
Whether it’s play time, a special dinner or dessert, a trip to the ice cream shop or even a big hug,
reinforcing your child’s good behavior will help ensure that it becomes less of a struggle over time to
get your children to join in on chores. For older kids, you can implement the same approach by
offering time on electronic devices or allowing them to go out with their friends if they finish their
chores. While you won’t want to rely on this to the extent that your kids will expect something every
time they pitch in, you can use incentives to your advantage to motivate listless little ones.

If you make cleaning a fun and rewarding family activity, your kids will become awesome helpers and
your house will shine in no time.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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DIY Birthday Party Decorations
Make your party pop with these easy-to-make decorations

To properly celebrate an occasion as special as you or your loved one’s birthday, you’ll want
decorations that stand out a bit more from what you would buy off the shelf at your local party supplies
store. These DIY party decorations will add a handcrafted touch to your celebration that will make the
center of attention feel all the more
special.  

Say Cheese

A great way to decorate a birthday
party is to adorn the walls with
pictures of the person being
celebrated. You can take the idea
even further by taking inspiration
from Louisa Kopp of the blog Ice
Cream Off Paper Plates, who used
pictures of her son’s face as
cupcake toppers. Rather than
using one picture over and over
again, you can print off and cut out
different images of the birthday boy
or girl at different times in their life
and in different moods.

Upgrade a classic

A birthday party just isn’t complete without balloons, which are practically mandatory at any big-time
celebration. If you want to put a personalized twist on the tried and true balloon bouquet, Camille
Styles suggests tying ribbons of various colors, lengths and textures to helium balloons for a more
colorful and stylish arrangement.  

If you want to do something even more memorable with your balloons, consider filling them with glitter
or confetti. This is a fairly easy process, and the result is well worth any effort you’ll expend. For an
additional twist, set it up to where partygoers pop glitter-filled balloons when all of the candles are
blown out on the birthday cake. Just make sure you put down a tarp beneath the balloons to make
clean up easier.

Tie it together

Instead of streamers, try your hand at creating an unexpected, yet beautiful string of garland. Garland
is incredibly versatile — it can be used to draw attention to the table where gifts are placed, hung over
the entrance to welcome visitors or used to make your dining area look more festive. Garland is fairly
easy to make — HGTV’s Kim Stoegbauer recommends making a tassel garland that only requires a
ribbon or cord, tissue paper and a pair of scissors. You need only cut the tissue paper into fringe with
the scissors, hang the tassels from the cord, and string the cord over the desired area.

Break out the paint

Flowers in vases make for great decoration for a party, particularly if the person celebrating a birthday
was a spring or summer baby. You can amplify the effect of using flowers as decoration with a touch
of do-it-yourself flair. Ashley Stock of Little Miss Momma paired flowers and hand-painted mason jars
and bottles to create an eye-catching design. The insides of the bottles and jars were painted with
varying shades of blue acrylic paint, and flowers were added to each container once the glasses were



varying shades of blue acrylic paint, and flowers were added to each container once the glasses were
completely coated and dried. You could coordinate these centerpieces to match your birthday party
color scheme or keep them all the same for a unified, classic look.

You can opt for store-bought decor in most party situations and nobody would be any bit the wiser.
However, if you are celebrating the birthday of someone exceptionally special and you want to put
together a party they’ll remember for years to come, consider putting your own touch on the
proceedings with these and other DIY decorations.
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Transform Your Sunny Backyard into a Shaded
Haven 
Simple ways to give more shade to your outdoor living space

Warmer temperatures inspire more time spent outside in your backyard. Make sure this area of your
residence is soothing and shaded
to help you and your guests stay
cool this season. 

Umbrella

One of the most cost-effective
ways to add shade to your
backyard is to invest in a
weather-resistant outdoor umbrella,
as recommended by This Old
House contributor Elizabeth Lilly. If
you have a dining table on a deck
or patio in your backyard, pick one
that’s the width of the table plus an
extra two feet per side, as
professional landscaper John
D’Urso advised in a Houzz.com
article. An umbrella composed of
Sunbrella fabric will deliver the best
durability to the elements,
according to D’Urso.

Besides table umbrellas, free-standing umbrellas are another route to pursue, especially if your goal is
to shade a non-dining area.

Pergola

If you have a stone, brick or wood patio, constructing a pergola will provide partial shade. Per
DoItYourself.com contributor Sarah Stapley, the wood lattice roof of the shelter is fairly simple to
build. Make sure to cement the main posts in the ground to ensure the structure holds up to severe
weather.

For a denser covering, train a climbing vine to grow over the sides and roof of the pergola. Lisa Hallett
Taylor, contributor with The Spruce, suggests using wisteria, clematis, climbing roses, bougainvillea,
trumpet vine or Cape honeysuckle.

Shade Sail 

If you prefer a more contemporary style of covering, This Old House contributor Kevin O’Connor
recommends shade sails, a current trend. These angular pieces of fabric are usually suspended from
rope or chains and fastened to steel poles via lag screws and carriage bolts. The poles are then
anchored into the ground. Heavy-duty fabric such as Sunblock Shade Cloth will help block UV rays
while increasing the sail’s durability in a variety of weather conditions. Place the shade sail over a
patio or deck, or in another region of your backyard that gets a lot of sunlight.

Add fast-growing plants

Another simple solution to impart more shade is to plant fast-growing shrubs and/or trees.  Stapley



recommends cottonwood, red maple and Dawn redwood for trees. As bushes, Monrovia.com
contributor Kate Karam recommends hydrangea, neon flash spirea and grace smoke tree. Check
which growing zone your address is located in when deciding which plants to invest in, since the
suggested ones may not be suited to your particular zone.

DIY projects

If you have a pergola, tie a white bedsheet to the top of it, as depicted on the DIY Network. You can
also build your own simple shade, using eight-foot bamboo poles, PVC pipe, cement-filled planters
and three yards of outdoor fabric, as illustrated on Allyou.com. The website provides a full list of
needed materials as well as step-by-step instructions. 

Add furniture and accessories 

Once you’ve implemented one of these methods and planted some shade-imparting greenery to your
backyard, it’s time to add furniture and accessories. Add some wicker chaise lounge chairs or a couple
of smaller cushioned chairs to your sheltered retreat. You can also select a wicker sectional couch
with terracotta orange-hued cushions and paisley accent pillows, with a wicker coffee table, as
depicted on HomeDepot.com. Besides seating areas, small details like adding a plug-in table-top
waterfall or a bird bath fountain kit like the ones available on TheBirdHousechick.com.

Implement any of these suggestions to enhance the shade of your backyard so you can get the most
pleasure from your property.
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4 of the Best Martial Arts Movies Ever Made
From Bruce Lee to Donnie Yen, these four fight flicks are
must-watch

Nothing hits the spot for action quite like a martial arts movie, whether it be one of the many classic
kung fu flicks of the 1970s or one of the more modern examples depicting combat styles from around
the globe. The genre is replete with films that are considered all-time great movies, but the following
are the cream of the crop. 

“The 36th Chamber of Shaolin”
(R)

By any name, “The 36th Chamber
of Shaolin,” also known as “The
Killer Master” and “Shaolin Master
Killer,” is revered as one of the
finest kung fu films ever made.
Produced by the legendary Shaw
Brothers, directed by Lau Kar-leung
and starring Gordon Liu, the film
depicts the transformation of
student Liu Yude into Shaolin kung
fu master San Te and features
some exceptional fight sequences
that put many modern-day action
films to shame. This film not only
spawned a pair of sequels and
kick-started the subgenre of “guo
shu pian,” but it was also one of the many influences that led to the creation of the Wu-Tang Clan’s
seminal 1993 debut album, “Enter the Wu-Tang (36 Chambers).” 

“The Raid: Redemption” (R)

“The Raid: Redemption” introduced much of the world to the traditional style of pencak silat with
visceral fight sequences that have to be seen to be believed. This taut Indonesian action film follows a
police raid on a drug operation run out of a high-rise in Jakarta; the squad is met with resistance
shortly into their journey to the building’s 15th floor, and the race to the top plays out not unlike a
video game with exquisite battles and plenty of twists and turns. “The Raid: Redemption” was a
considerable hit around the globe, leading to the release of a sequel in 2014 and earning stars Iko
Uwais, Yayan Ruyhian and Cecep Arif Rahman a memorable cameo in “Star Wars: The Force
Awakens.”

“Enter the Dragon” (R)

A list of the best martial arts films ever made could easily consist of all five motion pictures starring
Jeet Kune Do founder and pop culture icon Bruce Lee. 1973’s “Enter the Dragon,” which was
released in Hong Kong less than a week after Lee’s death, is arguably the best of the bunch and was
deemed “culturally significant” by the Library of Congress in 2004. The climactic fight that resolves in
a hidden mirror room is among the most influential sequences in all of cinema, often imitated but
never duplicated. Not to be outdone, the fight between Lee and the character O’Hara is the essence
of the man himself — he coolly disregards his opponent’s board-breaking bravado by telling him that
boards don’t hit back, then proceeds to decimate his adversary seemingly without breaking a sweat.

“Ip Man” (R)



“Ip Man” (R)

Donnie Yen has been one of the biggest stars of Hong Kong cinema for more than three decades and
is known for using mixed martial arts choreography in his films, demonstrating proficiency in
everything from Hapkido and kickboxing to Brazilian jiu-jitsu and wrestling. The martial art that Yen is
arguably most associated with is Wing Chun, helping raise its popularity with his portrayal of the
style’s grand master in the 2008 film “Ip Man.” While the biopic is surprisingly affecting in its portrayal
of the strife caused by the Japanese invasion of China at the start of the Second Sino-Japanese War,
its highlight moment is arguably a sequence in which Ip Man takes on 10 karateka at once and
dispatches them with ease.

These martial arts movies will get your pulse racing, and they may even inspire you to get off the
couch and take up a new hobby. By watching these flicks, you’ll earn your black belt in action without
breaking a single board.
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The 2019 Supra Xfinity Series Race Car

The Revival of the Fittest: Toyota Supra Gets Back to American Racing in NASCAR Xfinity
Series

DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. (July 5, 2018) – Toyota Supra is back at the track! Beginning in 2019, the
globally-recognized iconic sports car will prove its championship mettle in the hotly contested
NASCAR Xfinity Series (NXS). Supra will make its on-track debut in the NXS race at Daytona on
Saturday, Feb. 16, 2019.

“When you talk Toyota and cool cars, Supra is the first thing that comes to mind for many auto
enthusiasts,” said Ed Laukes, group vice president of Toyota Division Marketing. “Supra’s return in
production form is huge news, but now we’re also going to see this iconic sports car return to
American motorsport. From a marketing perspective, it’s important to have a race car that evokes the
dynamism and character of its showroom counterpart. We’re confident we’ve accomplished that with
Supra, and we hope racing fans the world over will proudly cheer its success on track.”

Toyota worked with its subsidiaries, TRD, U.S.A. (Toyota Racing Development) in Costa Mesa,
California, and Calty Design Research, Inc. (Calty) in Newport Beach, California, to develop a Supra
for NASCAR competition. The two teams applied key learnings from their prior collaborative efforts in
NASCAR, which included the 2018 Toyota Camry that clinched the 2017 Monster Energy NASCAR
Cup Series championship.

To build the Supra for NASCAR, TRD and Calty scaled Supra to fit within NASCAR’s specifications for
race vehicle entries in the NXS.

“We’ve had tremendous success working with Calty to develop race cars that match the look, feel and
excitement of their showroom counterparts,” said David Wilson, president of TRD. “We’re confident
Calty and TRD have developed another race car, Supra, that is capable of winning races and
championships. For Supra to be racing in NASCAR just speaks to how important this vehicle is to us,
and that we believe Supra can be a bona fide championship winner.”

Toyota has fielded Camry in NXS competition since 2007, tallying four manufacturer championships
while Camry has earned two driver championships and 143 wins. The 2019 season marks the first
year Toyota will field a different model in all three of NASCAR’s national series – Camry at the
Monster Energy NASCAR Cup Series (MENCS) level, Supra in the NXS, and Tundra in the NASCAR
Camping World Truck Series (NCWTS).

Supra previously raced in both America and Japan, where it was a dominant force in Super GT
competition and a contender in the IMSA Camel GT Series in the 1980s. It also made two
appearances in the 24 Hours of Le Mans in France in the 1990s.

TRD and Calty previously worked together to design:

* 2013: Sixth-generation Camry for MENCS

* 2014: Tundra for NCWTS

* 2015: Seventh-generation Camry for NXS

* 2016: Eighth-generation Camry for MENCS

* 2017: Eighth-generation Camry for NHRA Mello Yello Drag Racing Series

Calty has worked hand-in-hand with TRD, Toyota’s North American race engineer arm, to ensure
consistency between production models and on-track Toyota race cars, while also improving on-track



performance with each new build. The groups began work on the NASCAR Supra in 2017.

“When Ed (Laukes) told me they were bringing Supra back, I almost didn’t believe him. I figured he
was messing with me, but Toyota did it and this is a big deal for the NASCAR Xfinity Series,” said Kyle
Busch, who won the 2009 NXS championship in Camry. “Supra is an iconic cool car, and to have it
racing in NASCAR to highlight Supra’s return speaks to how important this is. I’m hoping to be the first
guy to get Supra to victory lane, but I’m sure there’s a few other Toyota drivers thinking the same
thing.”

Reflecting Toyota’s commitment to motorsports in America, the manufacturer now showcases six
models across eight series in America. Toyota Racing Development’s lineup includes: Camry, Supra,
and Tundra in the NASCAR national series; Camry in the NHRA Funny Car competition; Camry in the
ARCA Racing Series and regional touring series; 86 and Corolla Hatchback in Formula Drift; as well
as engines for dirt midget racing and other series.

Toyota Motor North America will release more information about Supra in the future.
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Akio Toyoda Named a Glassdoor ‘Top CEO’

 

 

Akio Toyoda Names a Glassdoor 'Top CEO'

 

From the top down, Toyota has always been committed to a customer-first mindset,
with a focus on providing a great place to work, enhancing the product experience
and improving our communities. Now that leadership has been recognized by those
who know best — our team members.

 

Akio Toyoda has been recognized as a Top CEO for 2018 by Glassdoor, ranking 24th
among the top 100 large U.S. companies, after receiving a 96 percent approval rating
from employees.

 

The Glassdoor Employees’ Choice Awards are one of the most valuable workplace
rankings because winners are determined solely by the quantity, quality and
consistency of reviews that come from team members themselves.

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Source: Glassdoor
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Many Thanks to our Team Members! 

 

Please join us in celebrating the following Bredemann Toyota employees who are
celebrating their annual anniversary with us this month. We appreciate and value the
contribution every associate makes to the ongoing team effort to exceed our guests'
expectations.

Thank you!

 

 

JULY 2018

 

Terry Lewis - 16 Years

 

Mike Gerlitz - 15 Years

 

Manuel Landi - 11 Years

 

Mike Schneider - 11 Years

 

Javier Orozco - 10 Years

 

Edgar Ramirez Sanchez - 3 Years

 

Alejandro Salgado Martinez - 2 Years



 

Vanessa Laboy - 2 Years

 

Daniel Bryant - 1 Year
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Toyota to bring latest technologies, Toyota
Production System to support mobility at
the Olympic and Paralympic Games Tokyo
2020

July 23, 2018―TOKYO, Japan―With two years to go until the Olympic and
Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020, Toyota today outlined the mobility concept that will
become the basis for its Tokyo 2020 Games activities, organized around three main
pillars : (1) Mobility for all; (2) Sustainability, centering on the realization of a
hydrogen society, with the environment and safety as core principles; and (3)
Transportation support of staff, media and athletes between Games venues using a
Toyota Production System (TPS)-based system.

Toyota believes that giving unprecedented access to people including those with
impairments brings the notion of mobility back to its most fundamental meaning: the
freedom to move.

In collaboration with the International Olympic Committee (IOC), the International
Paralympic Committee (IPC) and the Tokyo 2020 Organising Committee, the
company would like to help make Tokyo, the first host city to welcome both the
Olympic and the Paralympic Games for the second time, a global showcase for
"Mobility for All," contributing to making those Games the most innovative in history.

"The freedom of being mobile is at the heart of being able to participate in society,"
said Toyota President Akio Toyoda. "If someone wants to take on a challenge and
moving is what is preventing them from doing so, Toyota would like to help tackle that
problem. We want mobility to be a possibility, not an obstacle. By being involved with
the Olympics, the Paralympics and the Special Olympics Games, I hope that Toyota
will come to respect everyone's uniqueness and embrace diversity. Once that is
realized, we will finally be able to take a step closer to our goal of "mobility for all" and
ensure, like athletes show us every day, that being mobile equals having a chance to
make one's dreams come true."

Toyota became the first worldwide mobility partner of the IOC and the IPC in 2015
with the aim to contribute to "creating a peaceful society without discrimination
through sports" and "a commitment to creating a sustainable society through
mobility". Additionally, from last year, Toyota launched its first global corporate
initiative, "Start Your Impossible," to bring people together and contribute to a society
where all people can challenge what is possible. The product categories covered by
the Toyota sponsorship are: vehicles, mobility services and certain transportation and
mobility support products (including robots). At Tokyo 2020, Toyota's support will be
deployed in three main areas:



1 ."Mobility for All"

Taking on the challenge to provide the freedom to move to everyone including those
with impairments through the Tokyo 2020 games, Toyota will:

 Showcase the future of automated driving as the ultimate "mobility for all",
demonstrating how automated vehicles could one day offer the freedom to
move everyone. Verification testing and demonstrations using SAE Level 4*
automation, where all driving functions are performed by the vehicle in certain
well-defined areas of operation, will take place in the Tokyo Water Front City
and Haneda areas in Tokyo;

Introduce a new type of moving experience through a demonstration of
"TOYOTA Concept-i," a car that recognizes drivers' emotions and preferences
and can make conversation using artificial intelligence (AI);

Support transportation services for athletes and affiliated guests around the
Athlete's Village with e-Palette, the next generation battery electric vehicle
specially designed for Mobility as a Service (MaaS);

Provide its existing assistive vehicles lineup, WelCab, as well as new personal
mobility devices and support for last-mile mobility needs.

 

Toyota also hopes its new JPN Taxi, introduced in October 2017, will be popular
around Tokyo to welcome visitors from around the world, including people using
wheelchairs.



Provide personal mobility solutions such as the Toyota i-ROAD as well as a
standing-riding device to support working staff at the Games, such as security
officers.

 

2. Sustainability, with the environment and safety as core principles, centered
on the realization of a hydrogen society

Toyota plans to contribute to sustainable Games by providing a fleet of over 3,000
passenger vehicles for official use and others, equipped with the latest environmental
and safety technologies to minimize environmental burden and traffic accidents.

 

In order to make Tokyo 2020 a turning point in realizing a hydrogen society,
Toyota will support the Games and their legacy with a large number of
zero-emission hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEV) such as the Mirai
sedan for official use. In addition, the Fuel Cell Bus "Sora," as well as Fuel
Cell forklifts made and sold by Toyota Industries Corporation, will help support
the Games.
In addition to FCEV, the latest Hybrid Electric / Plug-In Hybrid Electric
Vehicles (HEV / PHEV) from the Toyota and Lexus line-ups, as well as new
Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV), will mainly compose the rest of the fleet. In
total, the company and the Games' organisers aim to achieve the lowest
emissions target level of any official vehicle fleet used at the Olympic and
Paralympic Games with the use of these official vehicles.

Vehicles for official use will be equipped with the latest active safety
technology packages such as Toyota Safety Sense (TSS) and Lexus Safety
System+ (LSS+), as well as Parking Support Brake (PKSB), a technology to
help prevent collisions that primarily occur in parking lots and garages.

In addition to official vehicles above, some vehicles will feature Highway Teammate,
an automated driving safety function that allows hands-off driving on highways (SAE
Level 2* automation).

3. Games official transportation support using the Toyota Production System

It is estimated that 15 million visitors will join Tokyo's 15 million citizens during the
Games period. While the Tokyo Metropolitan Area will surely live up to its reputation
as one of the most efficient cities for urban mobility, Toyota will support the Tokyo
2020 Organising Committee to help ensure a safe and effective transportation
between venues for those using the official fleet. To do this, the company will provide
the knowledge it has garnered over years of experience applying the Toyota
Production System.

 Toyota will also support the movement of official staff and athletes to and
from events with the latest information and connected technologies, such as
vehicle Data Communication Modules connected to its Mobility Service
Platform, to provide safe, secure, and smooth transportation of people and
freight during the games.



Toyota will also support on-the-ground vehicle dispatching and transportation
operations from an efficiency standpoint.

Cities around the world currently face challenges surrounding mobility, having to
solve issues ranging from traffic congestion to air pollution, traffic accidents, and
access for people with impairments. Starting from Tokyo 2020 and through Beijing
2022 and Paris 2024, Toyota is hoping to help tackle these challenges in
collaboration with stakeholders around the world, and contribute to creating legacy to
realize a sustainable mobility society.

 Toyota will disclose more of its plans and contributions, including those related to
new mobility products and solutions, moving forward between now and Tokyo 2020.

 

* For more details regarding SAE level, please visit

http://automatedtoyota.com/how-toyota-approaches-automated-driving-development/

About Toyota's Top Olympic Partnership and Worldwide Paralympic Partnership

Toyota became the official worldwide mobility partner of the Olympic and Paralympic
Committees in 2015 for the 2017-2024 period, covering the Olympic and Paralympic
Winter Games PyeongChang 2018 (Korea) and Beijing 2022 (China) and the
Olympic Games of Tokyo 2020 (Japan) and Paris 2024 (France). As a partner,
Toyota aims to encourage creating a peaceful society without discrimination through
sports and a commitment to creating a sustainable society through mobility. In this
spirit, Toyota also became the Global Partner of the Special Olympics International
in 2017. Toyota's values of continuous improvement and respect for people are
shared by The Olympic and Paralympic Games, which brings together the entire
world in friendship and solidarity to celebrate the highest realization of human
potential. Toyota believes that mobility goes beyond cars; it is about overcoming
challenges and making dreams come true, which is encapsulated in the company's
"Start Your Impossible" corporate initiative and is the basis for its transformation from
a car company to a mobility company. When you are free to move, anything is
possible.
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The Importance of Regular Skin Checkups
Prioritize healthy skin with routine visits to your
dermatologist 

Regular checkups with your dermatologist can be easily overlooked or forgotten.
However, experts interviewed by Shape Magazine recommend making it a point to
visit your dermatologist at least once a year. It’s a habit that will help keep your skin
healthy and allow
you to promptly
address any
problems that
might arise.

Painful skin
conditions

If your skin is itchy
and flaky, you
might be inclined
to write this
irritation off as a
seasonal or
temporary
problem.
However, Self
points out that you
may be suffering
from a chronic
skin condition known as eczema. If you’re making regular skin checkups a priority,
your dermatologist will be in a position to diagnose this condition for you and
prescribe the most effective treatment.

Another common chronic condition that your dermatologist can diagnose and treat is
psoriasis, which is caused by an autoimmune disorder and is characterized by
patches of skin that are itchy, scaly and red.

Acne

With so many over-the-counter products available, regular visits to the dermatologist
to treat acne might not seem necessary. However, if those products aren’t having the
desired effect, your dermatologist is an excellent resource. They can suggest other
strategies and prescribe other products or treatments that you might not have
considered.

Regular skin checkups are also a good way to deal with those big inflamed bumps
known as cystic acne. According to Self, this type of acne is more difficult to treat. If
you are plagued with these painful red blemishes, consulting with your dermatologist
is often the most effective course of action.

Hair and scalp issues

When you visit your dermatologist for regular skin checkups, they can also help you



address issues with your hair and scalp. If you’re dealing with dandruff, a
dermatologist can help you deal with the buildup of dead skin cells on your scalp. If
your hair is falling out, Prevention points out that visiting a dermatologist can help
prevent further loss of hair follicles.

Aging skin

As you get older, your skin can quickly display signs of aging. These include lines
and wrinkles, sagging, blotches and age spots and a roughened or leathery texture.
Although aging is unavoidable, good skin care can help counteract some symptoms
of it. With regular skin checkups, your dermatologist can help you identify all the
ways that age is affecting your skin and work with you to develop a plan that will keep
your skin healthy and younger looking.

Skin care options

Even if your skin is perfectly healthy, regular visits to your dermatologist can help
keep it that way. Your doctor can recommend a skin care regimen that’s right for you,
along with diet, exercise and other lifestyle options to ensure that your skin stays
healthy and glowing.

With regular dermatologist visits, you’ll also be better equipped to navigate the
often-confusing world of skin care products. The market is flooded with them, and
your dermatologist is equipped to help you see through the hype and choose
products that best suit your needs and your skin type.

Whether you’re suffering from a chronic condition, dealing with signs of aging or
seeking advice on the best ways to care for your skin, regular checkups with your
dermatologist are an important way to improve and maintain the health of your skin.
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Subscribe to our Newsletter

Fill in the fields below to receive an email each time we post a new issue of our
newsletter:
 
Email Address:

First Name:

Last Name:

Phone Number:
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